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A HIGH 10 Amazon Best-Vendor in 3 Categories! Autism - Special Needs - Children's
HealthBased on a true story, More Heaven: Because Every Kid is Unique about six children
with autism and special needs and their teacher who provides them a opportunity at learning
and existence. Despite challenges and a lack of support, Miss Tina Randolph's commitment to
reach, show, and inspire these kids is unwavering.More Heaven gets to in from the center
outward to all children; The experiment, begun in chaotic, uncharted waters, bridges the gap
of understanding and paves the way for the inclusionary practices of education and society's
acceptance of children and adults with particular requirements. Tina, her teacher's aide, Kaye,
and the kids mount a tireless, daily fight to shift the tide toward the acceptance of individuals
who are different. This is a street that continues to need paving, making the messages in More
Heaven: Because Every Kid Is Special similarly relevant today. The book advanced from an
experiment in the Philadelphia school system in the late 1970's in response to the 1975
Education for the Handicapped Act, ruling that public universities in america educate all kids
with disabilities, despite their severity. Previously, many of these special requirements children
were kept at home-isolated and denied access to the mainstream. they'll be noticed! By
accepting their uniqueness and participating in their personal fantasy globe, while at exactly
the same time engaging them in real life, she eventually succeeds. Even more Heaven is a
robust story of compassion, determination, disappointment, triumph, and like.
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For those who use children in special education, this book is a powerful reminder that growth
takes time, support, and consistency.N S. Jo Anne White's extraordinary book, "Even more
HEAVEN", is much more than emotionally shifting, thoughtfully shown and educationally
informative. Many of the word photos produced by Jo Anne Light are so obviously imaginative
you can easily experience yourself in the classroom observing and starting your heart to the
teachers and kids alike.This book is entertaining, funny, original, compassionate and intensely
genuine. This publication reinforces the truth that uniqueness is certainly something to be
understood and accepted.I cherished and enjoyed this book beyond my wildest objectives. I
want to know more about these kids; She could then help them increase their worlds beyond
the confines of their impulses.I’m not an easy reader to express but, if I could provide More
Heaven: Because Every Kid is Special, 20 celebrities, I would do it without any hesitation. Even
more Heaven was a story of Autism. White's Even more Heaven can be a touching and
insightful read about six particular needs kids and how they get around the two worlds of
actuality and inner fantasy every single day. If only there were more people like Miss Tina
Randolph who acquired the compassion, patience, understanding and real interest in helping
children connect both of these spheres, more special needs children could be guided toward
developing greater self-esteem and finding a host to comfort and safety where to express
themselves. We ought to applaud Miss Tina AND the kids in this book for his or her
persistence, courage and willingness to breakthrough the barriers facing them first of their
joint experience. This book should also provide as a reminder to each folks to apply love and
patience inside our each day dealings with others, embrace "difference", make certain
inclusion and acknowledge the "special" gifts that may be hiding in the shadows. MORE
HEAVEN is an excellent example of the way the gifted teacher Dr MORE HEAVEN…… Even more
Quality LifeYoung people with autism and various other special needs may grow far over and
above expectations if they are in the right hands. Even more HEAVEN is an excellent example
of the way the gifted teacher Dr. Jo Anne White colored, in the part of Miss Tina, transforms
her learners with her extraordinary creativity, sensitivity, acceptance, compassion and
openness. Her teaching design in conjunction with her vast understanding of the needs of the
unique kids allows her to successfully implement strategies to generate modification and
bring happiness.Dr. Light connects deeply with her students. The reader will connect deeply
with the tales as the struggling children begin to blossom, communicate, reveal their inner
world. MORE HEAVEN draws you in; the dramatic impact on these special children is eyestarting, inspiring, breathtaking. This is simply not only a remarkable read, but essential for
each and every student and a gift to every mother or father and family members touched by
this opportunity.,CCC-SLP- Speech/Language Pathologist Dr. May 17, 2016 Dr.Joanne strike
this best out if the park! ~ Nancy Adler C. In my own occupation I education these kids and
family members on an a nutritional level. This book may be the guts and soul . JoAnne White.
The consistent, innovative classroom activities and the insight of their teacher was very
touching as well as informative. She's right on with creating this phenomenal book for real
individuals who deal with autism and how exactly to actually understand through the eyes of
the children and family members who DrJoanne embraced on an even which we just hear
about. Based on the lives of real kids, Dr.A.P.More Heaven is a magical publication that is
ALIVE with the attraction of kids who are each extremely uniquely talented but who originally
were terrified and greatly misunderstood by the world where these were born.S.C nutritionist,
author, radio and Television personality. EMOTIONALLY MOVING Dr.Even more Heaven is
visionary recipes for helping special children find peace and acceptance in the arms of

talented people who understand how to bring peace to the enigmatic minds of these who
don’t appear to fit into conventional modes of education. A significant browse for parents,
educators and those who love kids. An emotional powerhouse, written from the center, Miss
Tina uses both unconventional and standard methods to reach and train children who were
considered ineducable. A Story of Like and Tenacity! ~Lisa Gray /TV Producer 'More Heaven'
exemplifies the real meaning of being an educator Marvelous story telling by Dr. I would
recommend this work of brilliance to my clients and close friends. I couldn't put this
publication down.F. White's cutting edge work was imperative to these children's lives and to
the lives of several children with learning distinctions. "Miss Tina" established communication
by understanding what these children cannot say in words. I especially want to know what
occurred to Warren. The unique introspective look at everyday life of the unique needs kid
and teachers actuality was truly inspiring. More Heaven was a tale of Autism. Jo Anne ...
Navigating Two Worlds With Courage Dr. Jo Anne Light actually tapped into some very
important aspects of how exactly to broaden our compassion & As I browse the publication, I
felt acquainted with the heroes introduced and understood that I was smiling as I read about
their development and accomplishments. Having a niece who had many mental and
neurological difficulties this book really touched me at the a deep level.Through compassion,
patience and persistence , we are able to really connect with they that don't fit into our
"normal world". They're filled with light energy that train us not to judge. I am really grateful for
this publication - Yes, I acknowledge we need More Heaven!Nick JohnsonLicensed Massage
Therapist and Energy Healer Touches my heart! The stories vividly illustrate your day to day
time happenings of particular education professionals (teachers and therapist), that allows the
reader to quickly build relationships the story and obviously imagine the events. She gives a
great understanding of what each child means, and the pleasure of them. Her book captivates
and touches to the foundation of the most important thing in this existence. The book is
normally a 'must read' not only for teachers and parents of special needs children, but also for
anyone who can be wanting to gain an excellent new perspective on others unique
perception of the world. More Heaven: Because Every Child is normally Special” is founded on
a true story of one pioneer teacher and her learners with autism and special needs. The stories
help to clarify what it should be prefer to live everyday with Autism, and how some amazing
teachers put into action unique and wonderful tools with severe tenderness to draw out the
very best in these kids, encouraging them with learning situations that they can thrive in. Filled
up with insight and warmth, that is a must read for every mother or father, educator and
anyone who works and loves all children and believes within their right to grow and be
successful. Phyllis Kaplan, LCSW Unique Education from an "Insider" Perspective I strongly
connected to this reserve.Live Jelly Beans and Accusatory Bananas The way the vocabulary is
expressed on each page of this wonderful book, quickly and vividly draws you in to the lives
of five children who get together in an exceedingly special class with very generous, openhearted and courageous teachers. Jo Anne White colored writes an incredible book that
touches more than autism but every kid. For those outside the realm of particular education
this book gives a glimpse into the intensity and interest that particular education teachers
exhibit every day and why they deserve our respect. Lastly as well as perhaps most
importantly, this book illustrates that all individual includes a story to inform and a lifestyle that
deserves every opportunity to develop. This books is strongly suggested to anyone who
would like to learn about special needs (from an "insider" perspective) or includes a
connection to unique education whether that be considered a parent, therapist, teacher,

administrator, or future educator. Excellent, easy, heartfelt read This is a well-written, thoughprovoking story that delivers excellent insight into the challenges of special needs children.
communication of how to connect with people with special needs. Thank you Joanne . Where
else is it possible to find an accusatory Banana or an alive jelly bean? We are all unique for
some reason. It's an excellent read for everyone! Sandra R Moak, M.T S. Nancy Adler
nutritionist. White has joined her center with her clinical .. White has joined her heart with her
clinical knowledge. Dr.. She has given us a brand new and wholistic experience of these kids, a
fresh and courageous perspective which results in the older paradigm..Arlene JordanArts
Educator for Section of Education and Lincoln Middle Scholars’ ProgramBoard
President/Close friends of Argentine TangoFeldenkrais PractitionerNew York City Stop
searching , your answers to autism are here. Carolyn Storey M.A.
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